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SYMBOLIC HISTORY 

Through Sight and Sound 
 

10.  The Gothic Wave 
 
 
1) German, 873, Corvey, W. Front (video:  details only, below then above)  
 

Music: Tuotilo, c. 900, from Kyrie-Trope: Omnipotens, MHS Or 349  
 
 To preserve, under an always growing wealth of detail, the great shapes of cultural 
change...  
 
 As in a chart of evolution, we have seen the Dark Age fortress of old Romanesque 
(Corvey — with the solemn tread of later plainsong — c. 900, Tuotilo of St. Gall)  
   (end Tuotilo)  
 
2) French Burgundy, 1120-1140 and ff., Vezelay, interior; + V detail 
 
lift itself, over Europe, to the varieties of new Romanesque (and in music to the first 
horizon of Organum:  the close of "Mira Lege",  early 12th century — with Vezelay):  
 

Music: French, c. 1120, Mira Lege, refrain, from Columbia (78), 5710  
(end) 

 
3) French, 1145-60, from Nave into Choir, Cathedral of Sens (CGB '59)  
V3a) Same, Nave from the aisle, Sens (CGB '59) 
3b) Same, north aisle of Choir, two windows: Life of St. Thomas of Canterbury 

(CGB '59)  
V3c) Same, close-up of another of these windows (CGB '59)  
 
 In one of these Romanesque branches — surrounding Paris — occurs the dynamic 
mutation of Gothic (here Sens mid-12th century, contemporary with Suger's St. Denis) 
and in music the driving force and mystical tenderness of Leonin.  
 

Music: Leonin, c. 1160-90, Deum Timê (close, from "quie")  AS 65  
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 From that 1160 unfolding  
 
4) French Norman, 13th cent., Coutances, W. Towers (CGB '74)  
 
a complex of forms springs to 13th-century Rayonnance.  We choose, from many, the 
delight of Coutances and with it a mid-century motet:  "Salve virgo virginum":  
 

Music: French mid-13th cent.(?), Salve Virgo Virginum,  SAWT-(9530-1)  
 
5) Same, Coutances, from rear (CGB '74)  
6) Same, Coutances, Central tower (lantern) (CGB '74)  
7) Same, Coutances, Nave, Crossing and Choir from entrance (CGB '74); video 

takes in two sections, below and above  
V7a) French Gothic, later 13th cent., Lantern over the Crossing, Coutances, France 

(from CGB '74, Dark Ages 80) 
(end Salve)  

 
 From the Ile de France the Gothic wave spreads over Europe...  
 
Va8) Roman Christian, 2nd-4th cent., Catacomb of S. Calixtus, detail 
8) Same, another view 
8a) Christian, c. 470, Mosaic of St. Ambrose, Capello San Vittore, Sant' 

Ambrogio, Milan  (digital: detail only)  
 
 A total transformation since Christianity went down into the catacombs of 
troubled late-Rome, putting off temporality, with all assertions of pagan reason and skill, 
seeking the solemn birth in the cave.  
 

Music: Solesmes Gregorian, Absolve,  Funeral Mass, opening, VM-87-3  
 
As Augustine said of the old philosopher, Victorinus:  
 

he blushed not to become the child of thy Christ and an infant at thy 
font, submitting his neck to the yoke of humility, and subduing his 
forehead to the ignominy of the Cross. 

(fade Gregorian)  
 
9) French Gothic, c. 1260, Coronation from West Façade, Cathedral, Rheims; 

(copy of CGB ‘74, Gothic I 5); + V detail, see V9 
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9a) French, c. 1230, Head of an Angel, broken from west Portal of the Coronation 
of the Virgin, Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris  

 
Music: Secular Motet, c. 1250, Dieus!  je suis jà près de joir,  ARC 14608  

 
 Whereas Gothic, from the ascetic grave, wakes to the life of the world.  Beside 
anything earlier, even of the 12th century, what shimmers over Rheims is a smile where 
the loves of heaven and earth are marvellously mingled.  The turning point had been in 
Paris.  But since the 1225 Madonna from the northwest portal of Notre Dame was spoiled 
in the Revolution,  
 
10) French Gothic, c. 1250, N. transept portal, Virgin and lintel above, Notre 

Dame, Paris (CGB '80; cf. Gothic I V64b) 
10a) French (Amiens), 2nd half of the 13th cent., The Golden Virgin, S. transept 

portal, Amiens Cathedral  
V10b) A closer view of 10, Virgin of the Column, N. Portal, Notre Dame, Paris  
10c) French Gothic, 1339, Virgin and Child, gilded silver, Louvre, Paris 
V10d) French Gothic (Rheims), c. 1290, Head from a wooden statue of an Angel, 

Louvre, Paris  
 
we turn to her mid-century successor from the doorway of the north transept.  These 
Marys, with those of Rheims, or La Vierge Dorée of Amiens, gave fresh embodiment to 
the womanly as a spring garden of grace.       
  (end Dieus!)  
 
 At about the same time (1230), Guillaume de Lorris crosses a like frontier, from 
the 12th-century distance of Chrestien, into the dream vitality of The Romance of the 
Rose — such personality and sparkle as engendered everywhere, and through two 
centuries, imitations and rehandlings of that rich and fragile joy.  
 

En icelui tens deliteus,  
Que toute rien d'amer s'esfroie,  
Sonjai une nuit que j'estoie...  

 
a11) English, 14th cent. MS. illumination, King Hunting  
b11) Boucicault Master, c. 1405-08, Flight to Egypt, landscape detail, Mus. 

Jaquemart-André, Paris; video then returns to 10, detail:  Notre Dame Virgin 
of the Column  
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c11) From Cesky Krumlov, Bohemia, c. 1400, "Beautiful Madonna," 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; video:  detail only  

11) English (or French), c. 1395, Richard II presented to the Madonna and 
Angels, Wilton Diptych, National Gallery, London  

 
In the delicious time of spring,  
When love enkindles everything,  
I dreamed I waked, and as it seemed,  
It was May morning in my dream.   (CGB) 

 
The dream of waking to foliage, birdsong, the clear river flowing from the hills, would be 
echoed from Dante and Boccaccio to Machault and Chaucer — as the Notre Dame Lady 
of the Pillar is followed by a whole school of loving hip-shot virgins, softening by the end 
of the 14th century to those the Germans called "schöne" — or in England to the Wilton 
Diptych Mary in a bower of angel wings — among blossoms too;  
 
12) Middle Rhine Master, c. 1420, Garden of Paradise, Städlisches Inst., 

Frankfurt am Main; with three video details  
 
for the painted landscape picks it up, as if the angel smile had renewed on earth the 
paradise garden:  this 1400 Rhenish one, the serpent keeled up on the ground, lower right: 
such a brightness as Chaucer would describe in his Parlement of Foules:  
 

A gardyn saw I ful of blosmy bowes  
Upon a ryver, in a grene mede,  
There as swetnesse evermore inow is,  
With floures white, blewe, yelwe, and rede,  
And colde welle-stremes, nothyng dede,  
That swymmen ful of smale fishes lighte,  
With fynnes rede and skales sylver bryghte.  
 
Of instruments of strenges in acord  
Herde I so pleye a ravyshyng swetnesse,  
That God, that makere is of al and lord,  
Ne herde nevere beter, as I gesse.  
Therwith a wynd, unnethe it myghte be lesse,  
Made in the leves grene a noyse softe 
Acordaunt to the foules song alofte. 

 
a2nd 11) French illumination end of the 15th cent., Dance in the Garden, 

Roman de la Rose, Harley MS 4425 14b, British Museum, London  
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For 2nd 11) English, c. 1370(?), Perpendicular east window of the Choir, Exeter 
Cathedral (CGB '80) 

 
Appropriate that the room where Chaucer wakes in that early poem, The Book of the 
Duchess, was painted with the Romance of the Rose.  
 

Me thoghte thus: that hyt was May,  
And in the dawenynge I lay...  
My wyndowes were shette echon,  
And throgh the glas the sonne shon  
Upon my bed with bryghte bemes,  
With many glade gilde stremes...  
Ne in al the welken was no clowde.  

 
a2nd 10) French Gothic (Rheims), c. 1240, Clerestory of Nave, Rheims 

Cathedral, France  
b2nd10) Same, 1250-60, Dragons and Foliage, Rheims  
For 2nd 10) German Gothic, c. 1235 ff, Well House, N. Walk of Gothic Cloister, 

Kloster Maulbronn  
 
 So Guillaume de Lorris wakes in the original Romance, "Jolis, gais, et pleins de 
leesce":  
 

So I rose and walked from town,  
To hear the birds sing their rune,  
Among the blossoms on the boughs,  
Where a cold clear river flows;  
And in that water filled with light,  
I washed my face; the bed was bright  
With pebble stones; the meadows green.  (CGB) 
 
e 1'eau clere et relusant  
Le fonz de 1'eaue de gravele...  

 
3rd 11) Again, Wilton Diptych, c. 1395, Mary and Angels; video:  detail only  
 
 The Pearl-poet would pick it up a hundred and fifty years later in one of the most 
luminous of all Gothic visions, that supernatural stream down crystal rocks:  
 
2nd 12) Fra Angelico, c. 1431 ff., Paradise Garden from Last Judgment, 

S. Marco, Florence  
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V2nd 12a) Jan van Eyck, 1422-24, Baptism from foot of page of Birth of St. John, 
Mus. Civico, Turin  

 
The dubbemente of the derworth depe  
Wern bonkes bene of beryl bryght.  
Swangeande swete the water con swepe,  
With a rownande rourde raykande aryght.  
In the founce there stonden stones stepe,  
As glente thurgh glas that glowed and glyght,  
As stremande sternes, quen strothe-men slepe,  
Staren in welkyn in wynter nyght.  
For uche a pobbel in pole there pyght  
Was emerad, saffer, other gemme gente,  
That all the loghe lemed of lyght,  
So dere was hit adubbement.  

 
Va13) English Gothic, 1220-60, Salisbury Cathedral from the southwest; whole, 

with Tower and 1334 spire (copy of CGB '86; see Ars Nova b54)  
13) English, c. 1260, Salisbury, Tower, framed by Cloister arch (CGB '66) 
V13a) Same, Tower over Cloister cedar (copy CGB ‘66, Ars Nova ‘54) 
 Such a wave of lilting Gothic goes out from France, in music, as in the other arts:  
Salisbury, where the quieter Early English soars to a peak of virginal geometry; with it an 
isorhythmic "O Maria,"  sung by the Deller Group.  
 

Music: English 13th cent., O Maria Virgo,  Deller Group, BGS 70680  
 
14) Same, Salisbury, across the Cloister to the Chapter House (CGB '66)  
V14a) Across Cloister to Nave; video:  detail only of upper windows 
15) Same, Salisbury, Tower glimpsed through Cloister tracery (CGB '66)  
V15a) Detail of Va13, Salisbury West Front (CGB '86)  
16) Same, Salisbury, Interior, Nave from the Choir (CGB '66); video:  details 

only, above and below     (end O Maria Virgo) 
16a) English Gothic, after 1263, Chapter House of Salisbury Cathedral, detail of 

vault  
 
 It was in the 13th century of Salisbury that the first sparkling poems in what 
would become the language of Chaucer (mingled sometimes with Latin), took up the 
pulse of pointed arch  
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17) English, c. 1255, Censing Angel, Westminster Abbey, North Transept 
triforium  

17a) English, 1275-80, Angel Playing a Viola da braccia, Angel Choir, Lincoln 
Cathedral  

V17b) English, 1275-1300, West Front, Exeter Cathedral (CGB '80); video:  
window tracery only 

 
and smiling angel — those of Lincoln Choir or this from Westminster Abbey, fresher and 
more naive than the French:  
 

Of one that is so fair and bright,  
 Velud maris stella,  
Brighter than the day is light,  
 Parens et puella; 
I cry to thee, look thou to me,  
Lady, pray thy son for me,  
 Tam pia,  
That I may come at last to thee,  
 Maria!  

 
1st 18) German Gothic, 1248-1322, Apse buttressing, Kölner Dom (copy of 

CGB '74, wider view; see slide 65 ff.); video:  center-spread only  
 
 The German Gothic road is remote from the hawthorne lanes of English grace.  
The choir of Cologne took up the Faustian hunger of the heights, to be retraced in time,  
 
1st 19) French Gothic, 1220-60, Amiens, West Front and Towers (Sam Adams' 

slide); while video previews Amiens Apse, 3rd 19 (CGB '74, wider view)  
 
through Amiens,  
 
1st 20) French Gothic, 13th cent., Rheims Cathedral, whole view; while video 

previews 2nd 20: Rheims Nave buttressing (CGB '74)  
 
through Rheims,  
 
1st 21) French Gothic, 12th-13th cent., Notre Dame, Paris, South side, Nave 

Buttressing, Transept, etc. (CGB '59)  
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to Notre Dame in Paris.  That there were musical parallels the name of Franco of Cologne 
attests.  Although we read of a three-part work of his performed in Paris, what remains is 
his treatise Ars Cantus Mensurabilis,  from the second half of the century, when Master 
Gerard, inspired from this France, was building the Kölner Dom.  
 
2nd 20) Rheims, Nave buttressing, 1211 ff. (CGB '74); here video narrows to a detail 
 

Music: Tournai Mass, late 13th cent., stratum; Kyrie,  Seraphim SIC-6052  
 
It codified the notation of the rhythmic modes so that before 1300 Franconian polyphony 
had arched its unities of triple conflict over Europe (like Aquinas' God — Questions 28 
and 30 — a "transcendental multitude" of "real opposition").  
 
2nd 19) Amiens, Apse buttressing, 1220-60 (copy of CGB '74, narrow view; from 

Gothic II 70); video:  upper spread only  
 
 Where, after Perotin, does Ars Antiqua loom like the French cathedral or the 
Scholastic Summa?  Not in most recordings; though such settings of the Mass as this 
Tournai Kyrie shape the musical future.              
(close Tournai Kyrie)  
 
2nd 18) Köln Apse buttressing, 1248-1322 (CGB '74, narrow view); video:  first, 

center-spread of 2nd 18; then upper-spread of 1st 18, wider view)  
 
Only one 3-voice Ave Gloriosa Mater,  which Coussemaker thought by Franco himself, 
and for which Tinayre lowered the triplum to a choral insistence under his own motetus, 
catches something of those churches — once more from Cologne to Paris and back by 
interiors, through Rheins and Amiens again to Cologne.  
 

Music: Franconian, mid-13th century, Ave Gloriosa — Ave Virgo,  
Lumen 32018  

 
3rd 19) Amiens, 1220-60, Apse buttressing (CGB '74, wider view) 
3rd 20) Rheims, 1212-41, Apse buttressing (copy of CGB '59, from Gothic II 68)  
2nd 21) Notre Dame, Paris, 1163-13th cent., Choir with buttressing, seen from the 

south (copy of CGB '59, from Gothic II 55) 
22) Notre Dame, Paris, interior, c. 1270, South Transept Rose (CGB 59) 
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23) Rheims, interior, mid-13th cent., Clerestory windows of the Choir (CGB '59); 
while video views from the Choir the Nave and West Windows (upper-
spread only of V23) 

24) Amiens, 1220-70, the soaring Nave, looking up to the West Rose (Sam 
Adams' slide); while video has shown the arching of an Aisle (from CGB '74) 
[revised ‘94] 

25) Again, Köln Cathedral, 1248-1322, interior, Choir (CGB '74); + V lower 
detail [‘94 video revision] 

25a) Same, apse, nearer (CGB '74); video shows upper windows only 
26) Same, looking from the Aisle into the Nave (CGB '74); from which video 

takes only the upper spread; + V clerestory detail (from V26a) 
(end Motet) 

 
 So from the Ile-de-France transplant of this German Cologne, we might have 
followed the Gothic wave to Italy,  
 
27) Lombard Romanesque, 1120-38 ff., San Zeno Maggiore, Verona (CGB '66)  
 
where from the start of the 12th century (here San Zeno, Verona) the Renaissance 
foreshadowings of Romanesque had only to receive the flame-shapes of Gothic passion to 
cross the threshold of a new age:  
 
28) Italian Gothic, 1228-53, frescoed c. 1320, two vaulted bays of the Upper 

Church of St. Francis, Assisi (CGB '84); cf. V28, earlier variant 
V28a) Same, interior, looking east (copy of CGB '84, from Dante 64) 
 
Dante's Dolce Stil Nouva, the Ars Nova of music, the sculpture and painting of the time 
of Giotto.  
 
 Already that sweeping survey has betrayed the living complex.  If Gothic fire had 
awaited its 13th-century height to spread over Europe, we would not have St. Francis' 
church in Assisi (1228 and after), much less the saint it was reared to.  
 
Va29) Same as 29, but a wider view [‘94 video revision]; digital uses this for 29 
29) Sicilian Romanesque, end of 12th cent., Cathedral Cloister, Monreale  
29a) Bonaventura Berlingheri, 1235, St. Francis, with Scenes from his Life, 

S. Francesco, Pescia; video:  detail only  
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 As Norman Sicily and the empire of the Fredericks witness (this 1200 fanciful 
cloister at Monreale), the Northern and pre-Gothic had been working from the first with 
Byzantine and Moorish to the boot of Italy and beyond.  And St. Francis, a crucial link in 
the Italian awakening which leads through Dante and the Giottesque toward Renaissance, 
is a testimony as well to the earlier radiation of mystical love from the fervor of France:  
Troubador, Abelard, Bernard of Clairvaux.  
 
a30) German, St. Michael's, Hildesheim, 1001-33; and painted ceiling, c. 1220; 

video:  detail only (cf. Vb30, below) 
b30) Same, whole ceiling (CGB '86); while video draws from Vb30 (CGB ‘86) a 

closer detail, as of a30: arch plus ceiling panels of Adam and Eve, and Jesse  
30) German Romanesque, 12th into 13th cent., Abbey Church of Maria Lach, N. 

Germany  
 

Music: Hildegard von Bingen, c.1150(?), from O presul vere civitatis,  
(Gothic Voices) Hyperion A66039  

 
 The 12th-century awakening, which witnessed in France the rise to Gothic, and in 
England William of Sens' reshaping of Canterbury, stirred Germany as well.  Though 
construction there (as at Bamberg, Mainz, this Maria Lach) retained past 1200 the round 
arches of Romanesque.  
 
31) German Romanesque-Gothic, c. 1225, Refectory, Maulbronn Cloister, 

Würtemberg  
31a) German Romanesque-Gothic, c. 1190-1200, Mary and Child, 

Leibefrauenkirche, Halberstadt; + V detail  
31b) Detail of b30, Hildesheim ceiling, Adam and Eve  
 
So late as 1220, this columned refectory of the Cistercian Kloster Maulbronn, stands on 
that transitional threshold.  
 
 In German music too the new rapture speaks not through the polyphony of Leonin 
and Perotin, but by the plainsong tradition of solo chant.  Thus the melismatic soaring of 
the Hymns of Hildegard von Bingen, contemporary with the buttressing of Notre Dame, 
as with early organum there.  
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 So too with German literature:  the Minnesingers carry Troubador devotion into 
the 13th century; Parzival and Tristan body forth the chivalric romances of Chrestien; 
while the Nibelungenlied refines the passions of Dark Age German myth:  
 

With eyes of covert longing    that knight and lady too 
Looked upon each other    as worth made them do.     (CGB) 
 
mit lieben ougen blicken    ein ander sahen an  
der here und ouch diu fruwe:    daz wart vil tougenlich getan.  

(end Hildegard v. Bingen)  
 
1st 32) Spanish, late 12th cent., Portal of Santa Maria la Real (Cluniac) Sanguesa, 

Navarra  
 
 Let this 12th-century portal from Navarre lead us back to that radiation from the 
France of Cluny and Citeaux (or Cister), of Chartres and Notre Dame, or in music of 
Leonin and Perotin.    
 
1st 33) Gislebertus, c. 1120-40, Adoration of the Magi, St. Lazare, Autun  
 
 In the perspective of time, the contenders of an age clasp hands.  That Cluny in its 
wealth was richly adorning its churches stirred the ire of St. Bernard.  Though 
Gislebertus' Magi, carved for Cluniac Saint Lazare in Autun, had epiphanied Bernard's 
call to Christian love.  
 
1st 34) Spanish, 12th cent., David from Puerta de las Platerias, Santiago de 

Compostella  
 
It was the Romanesque and Cluniac wave which first went out from France, reaching 
south to Santiago de Compostella in Spain,  
 
1st 35) Anglo-Norman, c. 1145, Carving inside door, Kilpeck, Herefordshire 

(CGB '65); here slide show has only a detail, while video previews the whole 
of 3rd 35  

 
and north to Kilpeck on the border of Wales.  But Bernard had stripped off that Cluniac 
ornament in his own purifying reform,  
 
1st 36) Cistercian, 1146 ff., Cloister, Abbey of Le Thoronet, Provence  
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which seized from the first on the clean vaulting of transitional Gothic.  By his death in 
1153 his Cistercian order comprised 343 monastaries, a number to be doubled by soon 
after 1200 — here the cloister of Le Thoronet in Provence.  
 
1st 37) Cistercian, 1179-1208, Fossanova, interior, S. of Rome, Italy  
 
 How quietly those late 12th-century churches, spread over Europe (this 
Fossanova, south of Rome), suit the mystical soaring of Leonin's organum —  
 
1st 38) Cistercian, 2nd half of 12th cent., Refectory of Santa Maria de Poblet, 

Tarragona, Spain  
 
thus the Cistercian refectory of Santa Maria de Poblet in Tarragona, with Tinayre's old 
performance of the Haec Dies, for two voices, and entirely in the sustained-tone style.  
 
For 2nd 37) Fossanova exterior, while video previews, as for 2nd 36, Le Thoronet 

Apse (see for 3rd 36)  
 
The lower note (cello here) protracts itself under the increasing tension of the upper, 
holding, to a point of incalculable yearning; so rises or falls to concord, from which 
passing notes in inwrought sequences of rhythm and tone lead to another peak of the 
spiritual cry —  
 
For 2nd 35 and 2nd 34) 
 English Norman, 1154-89, Parish Church, façade, Iffley, near Oxford 

(CGB '84); video divides, below and above 
 
as in Dante from spaceless sphere to sphere by  
 

"The Love that moves the sun and the other stars" — 
 

"L'amor che move il sole e l'altre stelle."  
 
Not in the ear, but in some deeper recess, the delayed lingering accumulates, the falls of 
melody are distilled.  
 
For 2nd 33) Same, Iffley, detail of main Portal (CGB '84) 
 

Music: Leonin, c. 1175, Haec Dies,  Tinayre, Lumen 32011  
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2nd 32) Again, Portal of Santa Maria la Real, detail  
3rd 33) Again, Adoration of the Magi, detail  
3rd 34) Again, David, detail  
3rd 35) Again, Kilpeck carving; from the slide whole, video takes only a detail  
3rd 36) Again, Le Thoronet, interior, Apse; while video shows first a detail of 

the Cloister (from 1st 36), then of the Apse 
For 3rd 37) Cistercian, 1147 ff., Nave of Abbey, Church of Silvacane, near 

Marseilles; to which video adds a detail of 1st 37, interior of 
Fossanova  

3rd 37a ) Cistercian (Portugal), 1158-1223, Church of Monastery of Alcobaca  
2nd 38) Again, Refectory of Santa Maria de Poblet  
a39) French Romanesque-Gothic (Chartres) c. 1150, plaster cast of Angel of 

the Sundial, Mus. des Monuments Français; + V detail (copy of 
CGB '80, from Gothic I, 79) 

(end Haec Dies) 
39) Chartres, 1150-55, Angel of the Sundial, face  
 
 In Chartres, Bernard seems answered.  As the mild angel smile lights purlieus of 
grace, Romanesque and Gothic meet in carving and structure.  
 But if we walk from the cathedral's 1150 layer  
 
a40) Double: Chartres, [A] 1145, Queen of Judah, head, Royal Portal; and 

[B] c. 1250, God Meditates Creation, detail, North Porch  
40) Chartres, same detail as B of a40, God Meditates Creation  
 
to the last sculptures of the Transept Porches nearly a century later, we measure the 
Gothic assumption of body and person, earth and time — from columnar removal, to this 
God Meditating Creation, brooding over the world and his involvement in it; so that it is 
sometimes called (and the doubt is expressive) the human author of the book of Genesis.  
 
 If one would ask where such implied heresy of personal emergence was most 
startling, the answer might well be, less in the stylized power of this France than in the 
precursive outbreaks of the chartered German towns.  
 
1st 41) German, c. 1200, St. Andrew, stucco, screen of Liebfrauenkirche, 

Halberstadt; first, video detail 
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In the Romanesque which we have traced there past this 1200 St. Andrew of Halberstadt, 
the general awakening looks out with the directness of pre-reformation humanity.  So too 
in the religious and political protest poems of Walther von der Vogelweide (c. 1170-
1230).  In that Europe of a hundred years before Dante, perhaps only St. Francis and 
Frederick II advance so.  
 
a2nd 40) Double: [A] Chartres, c. 1250, God Meditates Creation; and 

[B] Walther v.d. Vogelweide, from the Manessa MS., c. 1320, 
Heidelburg Library; video shows first B alone  

Vb2nd 40) Rodin, 1880-1917, from The Gate of Hell, The Thinker, Rodin 
Museum, Paris  

For 2nd 40) Again, Walther, from the Manessa MS. (B of a2nd 40); video:  detail 
only 

 
I sat down on a stone,  
Left on the right leg-bone,  
Elbow piled on the knee,  
Chin and half my cheek  
Caught in the palm's grip...   (CGB) 

 
It is the pose of the Chartres God-author, the same Walther would  
assume in the Vanessa MS, and centuries after, Rodin's thinker:  
 

Ich saz ûf eime steine,  
und dahte bein mit beine...  
 
So I pondered deep,  
In this world how to live;  
But found no clue I could give  
How a man might gain three things,  
Each of which the other shames:  
Honor, and worldly goods —  
Two already at odds —  

 
Va2nd 41) Again, St. Andrew, video detail of 1st 41  
2nd 41) German, c. 1190, Apostle, detail, Church of Unsere Liebe Frau, 

Halberstadt  
 

A third outweighing both,  
God's blessing on our faith.  
Hard as I tried to bind  
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The three in one, it would not stand,  
That wealth and earthly pride,  
And God's grace beside,  
In one heart should dwell.  

 
 That worldly honor and wealth cannot be reconciled with Christ's blessing is the 
Medieval and doctrinal ground.  But the poem does not stop there.  It seizes on corruption 
as the cause of this imperfection:  
 
42) Upper or Middle Rhine, c. 1200, Alexander in single fight, Hanover; 

+ V detail 
 

Steps and ways are withheld,  
Wrong lurks in wait,  
Violence is loosed on the street,  
Peace and right thrown down.   (CGB) 

 
As a Middle Rhine illuminator endows a Romance encounter of Alexander the Great with 
the violence of the chivalric broils sweeping the Holy Roman Empire.  
 

Untriuwe ist in der sâze,  
gewalt vert ûf der strâze.  

 
The poem ends:  
 

diu driu enhabent geleites niht,  
diu zwei enwerden ê gesunt.  

 
a43) German (Bamberg), c. 1240, Prophets Jonah and Hosea, Bamberg Cathedral; 

video:  details only 
43) From the same group, Head of Jonah, Choir Screen, Cathedral, Bamberg  
 
Literally:  "The three will never have safe conduct until the two are restored."  Whether 
"the two" are "peace and right" just above, or "honor and earthly good" earlier called "die 
zwei," does not alter the meaning:  that if the kingdom of man could be ordered, God's 
grace might dwell in it, as in whatever Reform Utopia Joachim's Third Kingdom, Dante's 
De Monarchia, or this Bamberg Jonah characterfully foresee.  Against the dark exile of 
the opening, we glimpse the dawn of God's self-realization in the world:  
 

The three will never be atoned  
Until the two are sound.   (CGB) 
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44) German-Italian (Apulia), c. 1240, Bust of Frederick II, Mus. Civico, 

Barletta; + V detail  
V44a) German (Bamberg), c. 1235, Kaiser Heinrich II, Adamspforte, Dom, 

Bamberg  
 
 Ironic that the German (Sicilianized half-Norman Hohenstaufen) who pressed 
furthest with the ordering of the secular (this bust a battered relic of his Apulian Rome), 
Frederick II, "stupor mundi et immutator mirabilis"  (Mathew Paris: "wonder of the 
world and miraculous transformer"), should have been hounded by the papacy, for all his 
genius and worth, down into Dante's Hell — a risk prefigured in the carving.  For the 
question was always ticklish, as with Abelard and even Aquinas (or in Frederick's 
crusading youth), whether the vitality would be embraced or damned.  
 
1st 45) French MS, late 13th cent., Book of Health, Bathing Scene, British 

Museum, London  
 
 It was love most of all, Dante's "seed of every virtue and punishable crime," which 
had to walk that sword bridge of church denial or sublimated service.  How critical the 
span, from the irrepressible fabliaux vanity which would grow to Chaucer's clowning lust;  
 
1st 46) Limoges, enamel early 13th cent., Violist and Dancing Girl, Copenhagen  
 
through troubador idolization, glowingly heretical: Tristan and Isolde, Paola and 
Francesca;  
 
1st 47) French, c. 1250-60, Angel-guardian of St. Niçaise, West Portal, L, Rheims  
 
to the sacred incorporation in which the smiling Gothic angels led the way for Beatrice.  
 
2nd 46) Again, Limoges, Violist and Dancing Girl, detail 
V2nd 46a) Limoges enamel, c. 1200-10, Fiddler and Dancing Woman, British 

Museum, London  
 
 This Limoges enamel, as much as any work of the 1200 time, endows sensuous 
love with almost religious grace, though its symbolic flower forms, its longing faces float 
as wistfully in the timeless as Aucassin's preference for Hell: "En paradis qu'ai je a 
faire?"  It is, as he says, the old priests, the crippled and maimed whom creed saves; 
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while the knights and loving ladies — Dante's "Le donne antiche e cavalieri" — proceed 
into hell:  "Let me go with these, if only I have my love, Nicolette."  
 
2nd 45) Again, Book of Health  
 
 That church norm of ascetics praying in holy cripts can make love almost as thin a 
levity as the 13th-century foibles of the bath house.  
 
For 3rd 46) Again, Fiddler and Dancing Woman (detail of V2nd 46a); video 

having first returned to a detail of 1st 46, Violist and Dancing Girl  
 
 Yet the vernal delight declares itself, as in a lai  set for minstrel's harp:  "En Mai 
la Rousee":  
 

Music: French, c. 1240(?), En Mai la Rousee (realized for harp) EMS-201 
 
2nd 47) Rheims Smiling Angel; video:  two details only 

(end En Mai)  
 
 In a time of the anagogical, one can hardly tell how far that dream of a May 
morning serves the sacred smile;  
 
48) French Gothic, 1228, Cloister, detail, bushes behind, Mont-Saint-Michel 

(copy of CGB '74, from Gothic I, 1)  
V48a) Video here previews the whole of 49 to follow:  the Ivory Coronation of the 

Virgin in the Louvre 
V48b) French Gothic, 1228, Cloister of Mont-Saint-Michel, another view 

(CGB '74)  
 
or how much of earth's spring is enfolded in Mont-Saint-Michel cloister.  Such the 
mingling of a French motet to the Virgin: "A la clarté qui tout enlumina nostre grand 
tenebror":  
 

To the brightness that lightens the land of our shadow,  
To the lady whose grace is a medicine for our sorrow...  
Maiden and mother of healthful savor,  
Rose of the dawn and of women flower.   (CGB) 

 
Music: French, c. 1260, A la Clarté,  2-voice motet, Cape Group, AS-71  
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49) French polychrome Ivory, c. 1265, Coronation of the Virgin, Louvre, Paris; 
video here shows details only  

(end A la Clarté)  
 
This Louvre Coronation in painted ivory, an ultimate of courtly love in heaven.  
 
a50) Franco-German, c. 1230, Synagogue from South Transept, Strasbourg; 

+ V detail, cf. Vb50 (both from CGB ‘59, Mozart 7) 
c50) Double: [A] Franco-German 1230, Head of Synagogue, Strasbourg; and [B] 

Ecclesia, Musée de l'Oeuvre de Notre Dame  
50) Same as a50, again Synagogue, head and shoulders; + V closer detail  
 
 Heavenly, too, the seduction, when that more formal French grace penetrates and 
lightens the moods of German heart:  the 1230 Shulamite Synagogue at Strasbourg — for 
"negra sum sed formosa," "blind but beautiful."  In this work, mythically ascribed to a 
woman, what Augustine most feared, the pathos and glory of sense, brings into the church 
itself the passion of Eloise, the mystery of Isolde.  
 
 At the same time, in the German singers of Minne (love sacred and profane), most 
in Walter von der Vogelweide, the troubador strain enters the forests of Taunus and Tirol, 
absorbing a fragrance of woods and meadows — Lindenduft: "Nemmt froue diesen kranz" 
—  
 

Take this wreath from me, lady — the flowers I have;  
But I know where all colors blow and birds sing;  
Come, let us gather flowers.  Blushing she came.   
Until dawn took me from my laughing dream. 
And now all summer long I search the dance for eyes;  
If I could find her under some garland spray.   (CGB) 

 
Always the sweetness of love under medieval acceptance of dream.   
 
Va51) A side view of 51, head and shoulders, with a closer video return after 51 
51) Master of Naumberg, 1250-60, Queen Regelindis, head, Westchor, Dom, 

Naumburg 
51a) German (Erminold master), 1280, Angel Head, detail, Choir, Regensburg 

Cathedral  
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 Walther's most quoted poem is also his most smiling; we are tempted a generation 
forward, to the Queens of Naumburg, by the winsome wreathing of that smile:  
 

Under the lime-tree  
On the moor,  
Where we made our bed together,  
You will find there  
Grass and flowers  
Broken, which for love were gathered.  
Before the forest in a vale  
Tandaradei  
Sweetly sang the nightingale.   (CGB) 
 
Under der linden  
an der heide,  
dâ unser zweier bette was,  
dâ muget ir vinden  
schône beide  
gebrochen bluomen unde gras.  
Vor dem walde in einem tal  
tandaradei!  
schône sanc diu nahtegal.  

 
In the analogies of Gothic this revived Eden, the phallic bird Boccaccio would also set 
singing there, and even the pregnant beatitude of the high lady in the next stanza, "daz ich 
bin saelic iemer mê," hint at another love meeting, of Gabriel and the Jungfrau.  
 
52) German, c. 1240, Der Reiter (vertical):  horse, from right side and front; 

rider, full-face; Bamberger Dom; + V detail  
V52a) Same, rider and body of the horse, with V return to rider from 52 (full-face) 
 
 As a Minnesinger, Walther was as much musician as poet.  Though he only 
longed for the Holy Land, his Crusader's hymn puts him there:  "Nu alerst lebe ich mir 
werde" — "Today my better life began… I have come to the very land,/ Where the one 
God walked as man" — "Ich bin kommen an die stat,/da got mennischlichen trat."  
 
 With the old Max Meili performance we return in art to Bamberg, to this German 
Rider.  Like Walther himself, like utopian Frederick II before Papal calumny sealed his 
Satanic compact, this knight of the new faith seeks an Incarnate City, where God walks as 
man.  
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Music: Walther von der Vogelweide, 1228, Nu alerst lebe ich,  (Meili) 
AS 18  

 
53) Same, Bamberger Reiter, head and shoulders, as looking three-quarters 

forward  
V53a) Same, head only, full-face  

(end Walther with lst stanza)  
 
Va54) French Gothic, mid 13th cent., Simeon det., Central Portal, W. Front, 

Rheims Cathedral  
54) German, c. 1260, Ekkehard, Head, Founder's Choir, Naumburg  
 
 In age, with a pension from Frederick II, Walther went home to find his playmates 
old, the fields burned off, and the woods cut down.  In his last elegy contempt of the 
world becomes the vortex in which Renaissance tragedy was to form:  "The years of my 
life have vanished like a dream:"  
 

O wê war sint verswunden  alliu mîniu jâr?  
Ist mir mîn leben getroumet  oder ist ez wâr?  

 
 With such precursive immediacy, the 1260 Kings and Queens of Naumburg 
prepare for the realistic donors in the paintings of the Van Eycks.  
 
55) Same, Ekkehard and Uta, Naumburg; video:  detail only  
55a) Double: [A] Franco-German, c. 1230, Synagogue from South  Transept, 

Strasbourg; and [B] German, 1260, Uta, Founder's Choir, Naumburg  
 
 Surely the pair of Ekkehard and his love-haunted wife, Uta, is the most oracular 
visualization of romance.  If any Western poetry before Dante shares its sensuous 
intensity, it is the German courtly epics at the start of the 13th century.  Gottfried of 
Strassburg's lines on Isolde's dress have been compared with the Synagogue figure in his 
own city, but they would as well serve here:  
 

The gown was formed as a part of her  
And held her body like a lover;  
There was no place where it jutted out,  
But everywhere clipped her about,  
Falling smooth from top to floor,  
With clinging folds behind and before,  
That gathered close between her feet,  
As much as you would wish to see it.   (CGB) 
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56) German, 1260, Uta, head and upper figure, Founder's Choir, Naumburg; first, 

video detail of face  
56a) German (Master of Naumburg), c. 1260, Hermann and Regelindis, statues in 

West Choir, Naumburg Cathedral; video:  upper detail only  
56b) German, c. 1230, Angel of the Last Judgment, tympanum of North Portal, 

Bamberger Dom 
 
 But it is the face and fold of the ermine which match the evocation of Paolo and 
Francesca as they read of Launcelot and Guenevere:  "how the desired smile was kissed 
by such a lover" —"quando leggemmo il disiato riso/ esser baciato da cotanto amante."  
To which Wolfram von Eschenbach comes as near, in his crazy way, as any of those 
Germans:  the God-made lady, Jeschûte, asleep naked in her tent, all love's weapons on 
her:  flesh of ivory, a red mouth slightly parted, breathing heat of minne —  
 

Diu frowe was entslâfen,  
si truoc der minne wâfen,  
einen munt durchliuhtic rôt...  
der truoc der minne hitze fiur.  

 
The forest-grown bumpkin Parzival, who falls on her snow-white body, only to take some 
symbolic ring — at which Wolfram's Eros flames to the wild and strange:  
 

...Who has dishonored me?  
It is insupportable, youth:  
You might have taken a better aim.  

 
Va57) Again, Kilpeck (cf. slide 35), Anglo-Norman and Celtic, c. 1145, Corbel-

carving:  the Maw of Sex 
1st 57) French Romanesque, 12th cent., Portal detail, Oloron-Sainte-Marie, 

Basses-Pyrénées  
 
Reminder of the comic odds against which Dante would deify his love; how far human 
passion hung, with the six other sins of all that is earthly, over a doomsday void, one of 
the gargoyles grinning down from the fabric of creed — as in the old church of St. 
Nicholas at Blois, beasts and sinner-mouthing devils stare from the columns of the choir 
at the very mass where God is eaten and drunk.  
 
2nd 56) Again, Uta, detail, Naumburg  
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 It is this suspension that wraps the richest Gothic love in poignance and paradox:  
 

     O lasso,  
Quanti dolci pensier, quanto disio  
Menò costoro al doloroso passo...  
 
How many tender thoughts, what hearts' desire  
Has led them down into this place of sorrow.  

 
2nd 57) French, mid 13th cent., Gargoyles, Rheims; + V details  
2nd 57a) English Norman, 12th cent., Sanctuary Knocker, Durham Cathedral  
 
 That is the vacancy of the bare fifth chord which yawns under the liveliest music 
of the jongleurs; how the skirtling and warbling and plucking trail out into the wail of no-
claim.  
 

Music: French, c. 1260, In saeculum viellatoris,  instrumental, Cape, AS 71 
          (cut)  

 
58) French, 1225-50, Villard de Honnecourt (Sketchbook, 143), Bibl. Nat., Paris; 

+ V detail  
V58a) Same, Unrelated figures and plans (Sketchbook, 123), Bibl. Nat., Paris  
 
 Attempts at the humanistic and forceful speak the same condition — the 
sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt, would-be Leonardo of the thirteenth century, its 
exploratory studies of the nude far from acclaiming the glory of body.  Or the sequence of 
motets from Perotin's last years and after, in honor of Louis, King and Saint:  
 

Music: Attr. to Perotin, 1226, from Gaudia Felix Francia (Bars 45-58), 
Ducretet-Thomson, 320c10             (fade) 

 
 It is in rhythmic drive and heterophonic clash that Gothic levity whirls its dance, 
 
59) French, early 13th cent.(?), Adenez, King of Minstrels at the bedside of 

Blanche of Castile, Arsenal Library, Paris; video:  first, three details  
 
as in the quaint miniature of the King of Minstrels at the levee of Blanche of Castile.  The 
playing card faces gaze through a diapered mirth of color, spaceless reminders under the 
brightest play.  
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Music: In saeculum viellatoris,  as above, but 2nd half 

(end)  
 
 One can hardly credit the leap to the panoply of Baroque joy: 
 
60) Pietro da Cortona, 1637, Age of Silver, detail, Pitti, Florence (CGB '47); video 

breaks into smaller details  
 

Music: Monteverdi, 1607, Orfeo, from "Lasciate i monti"  ARC-3035  
 
Cortona's "Age of Silver", the celebrations of Monteverdi's Orfeo, where every chord 
asserts temporal validity in the pomp of musical space.  
 
 Yet even here, the mortal enigma, now a conscious theme, brings out of gaiety an 
averse of tears, (music) as if the complicity of major and minor were the ineradicable 
trace of the old timelessness.  

(fade Orfeo) 
 
 Since Bacchus too is celebrated in this Cortona fresco,  
 
61) French, late 13th cent. MS, Drinking, from Book of Health, British Museum, 

London; + V detail  
 
let us glance at the Bacchic cult of 1300 — a monkish branch of the sin of Gluttony, 
conceived in the pleasure-mode Gothic allows, of gargoyle-grotesque.  Though from this 
monastic sprout comic courage would burgeon, through Langland ("There was laughing 
and louring and 'Let go the cuppe!'") and Skelton ("She drank so of the dregs/ A dropsy 
was in her legs"), to the almost Rubens affirmation of Brueghel and Rabelais:  
 
62) Peter Brueghel, 1568, Peasant Dance, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien; 

video:  two details only 
 

...the flagons began to go, the hams to trot, the goblets to fly, the big 
bowls to jingle... "I drink for the thirst to come.  I drink everlastingly." 
"Gulp it down; it's medicine!"... While... Gargantua, as soon as he was 
born, did not cry "Mie, mie," like other children, but in a loud voice 
bawled "Give me drink, drink, drink!"  
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 From the Thomistic synthesis all aspects of man and world would enlarge and 
ripen separate realms of substantial temporality.  
 
a63) English Gothic, c. 1250, W. Front of Lincoln Cathedral from far off  
63) Same, from nearer; video breaking it into a lower front and upper towered 

spread 
 
 The strength of medieval unity (as in the West Front of Lincoln, combining 
Romanesque and Gothic from the 11th century through the 13th) is its transrationality — 
that it can suspend disparities of heaven, earth, and hell in a faith structure where 
relationships are abstract and allegorical.  What Tawney said of the economy applies to 
politics, theology, the arts: "Medieval religious thought strains every interest and activity, 
by however arbitrary a compression, into the service of a single idea."  
 
 How could it be otherwise where the life of the age was a continual centrifugal 
release within creed containment, a continual absorption and canonizing of secular 
vitalities, bound to rend the mould in which they were formed, or replace it with another  
 
1st 64) Inigo Jones, Christopher Wrenn, et. al, 17th and 18th cents., Queen's 

House, Greenwich Hospital, etc. (CGB '74)  
1st 64a) Gislebertus, 1130-40, Tympanum, from the Last Judgment, Autun 

Cathedral  
1st 64b) Guido Reni, c. 1624-27, St. Michael over Satan, Altar piece, Capuchin 

Church, Rome; video then returns to a detail of 64, Greenwich Hospital  
 
ultimately of rational and volitional ordering?  It seems in that sense the historical task of 
the Western arts to give measured accord to what, in the Gothic synthesis, had been 
hauntingly juxtaposed.  The gaunt contention of angel and fiend, buttressing the sanctum 
even of Dante's energized acceptance, had in Milton and Leibnitz and Hegel to be 
reconciled by the arrogations of dialectic, coherently justifying the ways of God to men.  
In music it is consonance and dissonance which must be nobly harmonized.  
 
1st 65) German Gothic, 1248-1322, Cologne Cathedral, Apse buttressing 

(CGB '74); cf. 1st 18, earlier  
2nd 64) Again, Greenwich Hospital, central perspective (CGB '74)  
2nd 64a) Same subject, new angle (CGB '74) 
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Their keen opposition and formal containment are the flung gage of Gothic;  
 

Music: French, c. 1248, from Conductus  for St. Louis, (de Van) AS-99  
 
the later history of harmony is their substantial reconciliation in spacious structures of 
tension and release — Purcell, with this Wrenn.  
 

Music: Henry Purcell, 1695, Queen Mary's funeral music, Canzona, close, 
Seraphim 60001  

 
For 2nd 65) French Gothic, esp. 1240-80, Façade of Bourges Cathedral, France  
V2nd 65a) Same, Michael, etc., detail of the Last Judgment, great West Portal  
2nd 65b) German (Rhine), 1329, (detail of the Damned from West Choir screen), 

Mainz Cathedral  
2nd 65c) Chartres Glass 13th cent., Knights Jousting, Chartres Cathedral  
V2nd 65d) Chartres Glass, 13th cent., Window of St.  Lubin, N. Aisle of Nave, 

Chartres Cathedral (CGB '74) 
2nd 65e) Chartres Glass, 13th cent., detail of St. Mark mounted on the Prophet 

Daniel, Chartres Cathedral  
2nd 65f) French Gothic, c. 1200, Saint's Head, Vitry: Sculpture  Française, 

12th-16th cent.  
 
 The principle of medieval polyphony is feudal.  In Franco of Cologne's treatise, 
the loyalty of each part is not to a regulated whole, but to another part, either the tenor or 
the last part written.  Varying melodies, words, languages will be crushed together:  over 
a church Kyrie the triplum may warble in French of the month of May, while the middle 
voice, in Goliard Latin discusses bigamy.  
 

Music: Cod. Bamberg, French, c.1260, 3-voice motet, El moi de mai-
...bigami -Kyrie  [start with words], (Munrow) ARC-2723 045 #14  

 
 Everywhere is the battering of stresses into structure; everywhere a nominal 
oneness lays its sanction on radical contingency — the "nihil est praeter individuum"  of 
scholastic thought, the fortune and accident of medieval romance.  
 
 Such the Thomistic tercets of Credo-reasoning, by which Aristotle's world fabric 
is wrenched into Trinitarian transcendence of good and evil, with syllogistic 
demonstration that just such the Philosopher had in mind.  As John of Salisbury said:  
"they work to reconcile dead men who contradicted each other all their lives." (end motet) 
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While formulas of humble respect buttress magisterial wilfulness:  "reverenter exponere,"  
to explain with respect, "pium dare intellectum,"  to give a dutiful meaning (De Wulf).  
 
a66) French, c. 1270, Old Testament King, N. Rose Glass, Notre Dame, Paris  
66) French Gothic mid-13th C., Science from N. Portal, Chartres  
66a) English Gothic (Decorated), 1322-42, Ely, View of the Octagon and Lantern 

(from CGB '77; see Period Styles V47a)  
66b) Same, Octagon and Lantern, interior (CGB '77); video:  brighter Lantern only, 

from V66b (CGB '77)  
 
 Thus Thomas argues Gregory out of the repudiation of reason he shared with the 
early Church:  
 

When Gregory says there is no merit in believing where human reason 
furnishes proof, he refers to a man who has no will to believe... but 
where he has the will... his faith is not diminished, though he have apo-
deictic proof.  

 
 So Gothic compromise shoulders out a handmaidenly space for earthly science 
itself, that lady who appears smiling on the North Portal of Chartres.  With such 
clairvoyance Roger Bacon opens the vision of technocracy in the catechistic cloister:  
 

 It is possible that great ships and sea-going vessels shall be made 
which can be guided by one man and will move with greater swiftness 
than if they were full of oarsmen.  
 It is possible that a car shall be made which will move with 
inestimable speed, and the motion will be without the help of any 
living creature...  
 It is possible that a device for flying shall be made such that a man 
sitting in the middle of it and turning a crank shall cause wings to beat 
the air after the manner of a bird's flight...  

 
Va67) Same:  Octagon and Lantern, cf. slide 66b, but taken from Period Styles 52 

(CGB '77)  
b67) English, 14th cent., Flying Ribs at the Crossing, Gloucester Cathedral  
67) `Honnecourt, c. 1240, Perpetual Motion Machine, Sketchbook CIX, Bibl. 

Nat., Paris  
67a) Engraved after Peter Brueghel, 1558, The Alchemist; video:  details only, 

right and left 
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 It is possible also easily to make an instrument by which a single 
man may violently pull a thousand men toward him in spite of 
opposition...  
 It is possible also that devices can be made whereby, without 
bodily danger, a man may walk on the bottom of the sea or of a river...  
 Infinite other things can be made, as bridges over rivers without 
columns or supports, and machines and unheard-of engines.  

 
 While Honnecourt, whose sketchbook we have compared with Leonardo's gives a 
page to a perpetual-motion machine, using an odd number of mallets and quicksilver.  
Alchemists pondered the Emerald Tablet attributed to Hermes Trismegistos, seeking 
talismanic keys "not so much to make Gold and Silver," Ashmole would write centuries 
after, "as to see the Heavens open, the Angells of God Ascending and Descending."  A 
sacred Hermetic text, a body of chemical operations, stinks and all, a heavenly vision of 
God — if such is the anagogical synthesis of Ars Antiqua, small wonder the myth of 
Faust has been called a Western archetype.  
 
68) English Gothic, c. 1180-1360, Cathedral of Wells from the southeast; 

+ V detail 
68a) Same, Wells, 13th-14th cent., Nave looking towards Crossing (CGB '84)  
68b) French Gothic, 1195-1260, Bourges Cathedral, Chevet from SE  
68c) Again, Wells, esp. c. 1325, Cathedral from Bishop's Garden (SE); while video 

draws from Dante 35 (CGB '66) the Cathedral and Chapter House from the 
east and north 

 
 What Renaissance requires, as much as anything else, is the filling in, between 
disjunct poles, of the daily fabric of mundane good.  Here English Gothic, by the modesty 
with which it clings to Romanesque proportion, quietly prepares for Renaissance.  In the 
articulation of Wells there is none of that high-Gothic extravagance which, in France and 
Cologne, made the apse a displayed scaffold of support.  Some social and pastoral well-
being is reflected here, as in the early developments of English law.  At the same time 
English polyphony humanizes the gentler "peripheral style" of note-against-note 
Romanesque by a decisive filling in of triadic chords.  The sharp brilliance of passing 
tones in the French Salve Virgo,  already heard, shifts in an English motet, also of the 
13th century, on the same words, and sung by the same Munich group, to a firm reliance 
on major chords.  Here are the two openings:  
 

Music: Repeat opening of French 13th-cent. Salve Virgo Virginum,  
SAWT-9530/31-B (side 3) 
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Music: Opening of English 13th-cent., Salve Virgo Virginum,  SAWT-

9530/31-B (side 4) 
 
69) English Wall Painting, 13th cent., E.W. Tristram copy, Virgin and Child 

from Bishop's Palace, Chichester; first, video detail  
 

Music: English, 13th cent. (Worcester), 2-voice: O Maria Virgo Pia  (lst, 
last and lst), sung by Michael and Pamela Sloper, 1978  

 
 The purest gem of Worcester 13th-century harmony, "O Maria Virgo Pia,"  seems 
unrecorded; Michael and Pamela Sloper sing it for me.  While the Madonna Tristram 
copied from the wall of the Bishop's Palace in Chichester suggests the human sweetening 
in English manuscripts (or in the paintings that survive) from late Romanesque and early 
Gothic.            (end O Maria)  
 
70) English, early 14th cent., Ivory Diptych, Victoria and Albert  Museum, 

London; + V details   (digital: one detail) 
 
 By 1300 English ivories have the line and smile of the French, but with more 
directness of love.  In music the Worcester "Alleluia psallat,"  about the same time, gives 
natural intimacy to Gothic joy — a joy especially in the old Cape performance.  
 

Music: English, c. 1300 (Worcester), Alleluya psallat,  AS-71  
(end)  

 
71) English, early 14th cent., Queen Mary Psalter, f. 151 r, British Museum, 

London; + V details moving to the falconing below 
 
 English manuscripts also take the quickening lead.  With the new century, sacred 
pages open to a springtime of love and the chase.  A first harvest of poems voices the 
mood:  
 

Bytuenè Mersh ant Averil,  
When spray beginneth to springe,  
The lutel foul hath hirè wyl  
On hyrè lud to synge.  
Ich libbe in love-longinge  
For semlokest of allè thinge;  
He may me blissè bringe;  
Icham in hire bandoun.  
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An hendy hap ichabbe yhent;  
Ichot from hevene it is me sent;  
From allè wymmen mi love is lent  
Ant lyht on Alysoun.  

 
72) Same, detail of hawking; first, video:  Christ in the Temple, above 
V72a) Luttrell Psalter, 1335-40, detail of sowing, British Library, London 
72b) Same, f 181v, Ladies' Travelling Coach, old British Museum print  
 
 Most famous is the Reading Rota, "Sumer is Icumen in," with alternate words in 
pious Latin — the first piece of six-part writing, the first developed canon, the first clear 
example of the major mode.  If only the London Madrigalists had known how to 
pronounce the words.  
 

Music: English, c. 1310 (once called 13th cent.), Sumer is icumen in, Col. 
5715 (78)         (end)  

 
 English genius was already operating in a context of temporal correlatives, which 
would produce in Austen the familial weaving and balancing Nietzsche had in mind when 
he said (with some incomprehension of the phenomenon) that the British were a nation of 
shopkeepers.  
 
73) English, c. 1280, Expulsion, from Triforium of Angel Choir, Lincoln; 

+ V detail  
 
 Though the visionary wildness which would complement Austen with Blake was 
always there (Lincoln Choir).  So the first Middle English poem on the coming of winter 
sounds the Biblical Expulsion:  
 

Mirie it is while sumer ilast  
With fughelès song;  
Oc nu necheth windès blast  
And weder strong.  
Ei, ei, what this nicht is long!  
And ich with wel michel wrong  
Soregh and murne and fast.  

 
 Against such precursive reach within the severities of faith, can we bear the shock 
of what has claimed Gothic affinities —  
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74) Gustave Courbet, 1844, Happy Lovers, Museum of Fine Arts, Lyons; 
+ V detail  

V74a) Courbet, 1842, Self with a black dog, Petit Palais, Paris; video:  detail only 
V74b) Courbet, 1856, Girls by the Seine, Petit Palais, Paris; V:  detail only  
 
the sensuous flagrance of 19th century, where every modern soul has fledged its life-
dreams?  
 

Music: Meyerbeer, 1836, from "Tu l'as dit",  Les Hueguenots, RCA 
VLM 6153  

 
 Courbet with his love, the Opera of Paris, Meyerbeer's "Tu l'as dit... l'amour..." 
         (skip in music and then fade)  
 
 Yet it is no accident that the word for all that — Romantic —  
 
75) S. German, c. 1240, Head of the Statue of Synagogue, profile detail, Main 

Portal, Bamberg Cathedral 
V75a, cf. 2nd 75)    Same head, full-face; with video return to details of 75 and V75a 
 
springs from Medieval romance — the cult of nature and heart felt through the veilings of 
this other Synagogue at Bamberg, as through the forest childhood of Parzival, after his 
father's battle-death:  
 

Day's sun to the Queen became a mist;  
She fled the world and all its bliss,  
Wandered deep in her forest land  
(Not to pick flowers from its ground).  
There she reared Gahmuret's child  
Far from the knighthood of the world.  
Deprived of his heritage of prowess,  
He carved himself a bow and arrows;  
Shot at the birds he came upon;  
But when he saw them stop their song  
And flutter downward, he would weep  
And tear his hair in childish grief.  
Then mornings, when he bathed at the river,  
And the birds sang, such a sweetness  
Pierced his heart, he ran to his mother  
In tears, and could not tell his sorrow.   (CGB) 
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 We have followed the cropping out of Gothic energies in the formal frame.  To 
close the 13th century, let us line up, from the Continent, four moments in which Ars 
Antiqua approaches the riper fruition the age of Dante would bring in.  This Synagogue 
may stand for the German characterizations of Bamberg and Naumburg, including the Uta 
we have already seen.  
 
76) French Gothic 1260-80, Head of Christ, Rheims Cathedral; video then 

previews, as named in the text, 77 (Princess Violante) and 78 (Queen Emma) 
 
 A Rheims Christ after 1260 goes as far the other way, toward outward drama.  
From the late century then:  Princess Violante from Burgos, and from Regensburg a 
mythic queen.  While the music is a love motet from the end of the century, "Dieu, 
comment peut,"  with haunting tritones and a climax moment when the voice soars — 
though not in a romantic soaring.  
 

Music: French, late 13th cent., style of Jehannot de l'Escurel, Dieu com-
ment peut,  OL 232, Rokseth Memorial Album  

 
2nd 75) Bamberg, c. 1240, Head of Synagogue; before which video has interposed 

Uta of Naumburg, head and shoulders, from slide 56  
2nd 76) 1260-80, Head of Christ from Rheims;  video:  close detail  
77) Spanish Gothic later 13th cent., Princess Violante, Burgos, Cloister; first, 

video detail  
78) Bavarian, c. 1290, Queen Emma, St. Emmeramskirche, Regensburg 

(CGB '59); + V detail (see V78a, CGB '59) 
(close Dieu comment peu)  

 
 Bavaria, 1290, Queen Emma: and the mysticism of chivalric love refines to a 
threshold of consciousness: "Dicendo a 1'anima, sospira." — "Speaking to the soul, 
sigh!"  It is the threshold of Beatrice and of Petrarch's Laura.  
 
Va79) Giovanni Pisano, 1301, Double: Annunciation details from the Cathedral 

Pulpit, Pistoia 
79) Same, detail of the Annunciation Angel 
a80) Giotto, 1304-06, Angel of the Annunciation, detail, Scrovegni Chapel, 

Padua 
80) Simone Martini, c. 1333, Angel of the Annunciation, National Gallery, 

Washington D.C.  
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 And we have only to cross the Alps, at that charged turn of the century, to find 
another world.  In this Giovanni Pisano, in Dante, Giotto, Simone Martini, as in the music 
of da Cascia, the mystery of Gothic kindles to an aesthetic passion which the sensuous 
soul can see and hear and touch.  
 

Music: Giovanni da Cascia, c. 1325, Nascoso el viso,  close, (Cape) ARC-
3003  

(end da Cascia)  
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